GREENFINITY
A WORLD THAT RUNS ON ITSELF
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GREENFINITY

RESOURCE INTENSITY

51.5%
75.98
Million units of
electricity from
renewable sources
in the year
2014 -15

Reduction in carbon
intensity (Scope 1 and
Scope 2) compared
to the year
2007 - 08

46.04%
Reduction in
electricity intensity
compared to
the year
2007 - 08

15*

29.5%

MW of connected load
reduction through
HVAC retrofits since
2010 - 11

Reduction in water
intensity compared to
the year
2007 - 08

3.2*
MW of onsite solar
power plants installed
across our campuses
between
2012 - 15

*as of September, 2015

5.25*
Million sq.ft. of
highest rated
green buildings

68.75%

415000

Food waste treated
through onsite
biogas plants and
composters in the
year 2014 - 15

Saplings planted
across our campuses
since 2007 - 08

GREENFINITY
believe that solar has the capability to become the
mainstream power source in India.
At Infosys, we have embedded sustainability in our
core business strategy. Our ability to push
boundaries and take risks by incubating new ideas,
in the last seven years have resulted in deserving
rewards. It has been a difficult journey, as we set
highly perverse goals for ourselves. And again, we are
proud to say that we have been able to set new
milestones this financial year.

Ramadas Kamath U.
Executive Vice President and Head Infrastructure, Facilities, Administration,
Security & Sustainability
“The thrust towards a low carbon and clean
energy future is a plausible solution to achieve
energy security. We see real opportunities for
the solar market in India and strongly believe
that solar has the capability to become the
mainstream power source in India.”
Today, even in the age of globalization, more than
300 million people in India do not have access to
electricity. It is essential for all of us to take up
initiatives that will help reduce this huge energy gap
and result in a fundamental change. System-level
transformation can only occur through collaboration
and bold leadership by individuals and organizations
across the globe. This will result in a propitious
situation by improving environmental payoff, bring
in favorable public policies, and increase sustainable
business practices.
India is dependent on crude oil imports to meets its
soaring energy needs. It procures more than $125
billion worth of crude oil annually to cater to the
energy demands of its people. The thrust towards a
low carbon and clean energy future is a plausible
solution to achieve energy security. We see real
opportunities for the solar market and strongly

We have set new benchmarks for energy
performance in buildings by implementing
innovative technologies and building automation.
Focused efforts on smart buildings systems, retrofits,
new building designs with an efficient envelope,
renewable energy and granular level monitoring
have helped us achieve huge reductions in energy
use. We are consuming less by becoming more
efficient.
Our deep green retrofits in the air conditioning
systems have helped us achieve 15 MW* connected
load reduction in the last four years. Our continued
focus on reducing our per capita energy
consumption has resulted in a reduction of about
46% from our baseline figures of 2008. Nearly 29
percent of the total electricity needs were met from
renewable energy. Currently, we have 3.2 MW of solar
PV installations across our campuses in India and we
plan to increase it to 175 MW in the next few years
through on-site and off-site installations.
At Infosys, we nurture our business around
innovation. We continue to innovate and implement
disruptive energy efficient measures to optimize our
energy consumption. We have become a beta
customer to test various new technologies - different
kinds of biogas plants, composting, building
envelope, radiant cooling technology, lighting, and
renewable energy technologies. Our campuses have
become live labs for these tests. We are sharing the
test results through various open sources, so that
other organizations can replicate our success and
help in carving a sustainable future.

GREENFINITY
We are aware of the daunting challenges posed by
water scarcity not only to our country but also
globally. Thus, we are committed to save and
preserve this precious resource and ensure that
more amount of water is available for others to use.
We believe, rainwater harvesting is a logical solution
to alleviate the acute water shortage in both rural
and urban India. There is an immediate need to
capture, store, treat, and reuse the freely available
rainwater, to ensure water conservation and
augment the groundwater tables. Our focused
efforts on optimizing water use through innovative
water efficient technologies and rainwater
harvesting have significantly reduced our per capita
water consumption by about 30 percent in the last
seven years.
We have also been persistent in our efforts to ensure
reuse, recycling and the responsible disposal of
waste, and have a focused approach towards waste
management. With liberalization and increased
consumerism, each year, humans are adding millions
of tons of waste to landfills, which are overflowing. In
India, we don’t have a system or practice in place to
handle this volume of waste scientifically. At Infosys,
we have taken up a goal to minimize the amount of
waste going to landfills. We are focusing on new
ideas and emerging technologies to manage our
waste scientifically and eliminate the related impact
on the environment.

1

This has all been possible as we have built a very
passionate team and our culture is to take risks,
set difficult goals, and push the boundaries of
innovation. For us, it’s not just important for Infosys
to be green; we want to lead the way in creating a
clean energy future for the development of the
society as a whole. We are constantly sharing our
best practices with the industry and wider
communities
to
demonstrate
that
these
interventions make a strong business case for others
to emulate. We will continue on this path and want
other individuals and organizations to join us to
bring about a sustainable transformation in the
world.

Ramadas Kamath U.
Executive Vice President and Head Infrastructure, Facilities, Administration,
Security & Sustainability
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GREENFINITY
Being Gentle with the Earth
It hasn’t taken us long to stand on the brink of
destruction. We’re using natural resources up too
fast - so fast that we run the risk of running out of
them.
At Infosys, we’re working towards building a
greener planet. Through resource conservation,

strategic partnerships, setting tough goals,
improving performance and monitoring our
resource footprint, we have significantly improved
our resource intensity. Read on to know our story.

GREENFINITY
High Performance Buildings
t We have demonstrated the power of modern
technology and energy-efficient building designs
to achieve significant energy savings without
increase in first cost

t The annual energy consumption of our new
building designs for an infrastructure of 1 million
sq. ft. is estimated at 9 million kWh, as against 25
million kWh for conventional building designs

t Infosys buildings consume one-third of the
energy consumed by the average building, at no
extra capital costs

t It is estimated that for 10 billion sq. ft. of
commercial space expected by 2030 in India,
Infosys design standards can avoid 45000 MW of
installed capacity of power plants

IMPACT OF NEW DESIGN ON FIRST AND OPERATING COST
Infrastructure required for 1 million sq. ft.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Total Electrical
Load

Transformer
Capacity

DG Set
Capacity

Annual Energy
Consumption

UNITS

NEW DESIGNS

OLD DESIGNS

MW

3.5

6.5

10.0

MVA

4.0

7.5

12.0

MVA

5+2.5

9+3

15+3

9

20

25

Million kWh

CONVENTIONAL

GREENFINITY
LEED’s the way
t 4JODF   FWFSZ PóDF CVJMEJOH PG *OGPTZT IBT
achieved the highest level of green certification in
India

t Four of our buildings have also received the Green
Rating for Integrated Habitat Assessment (GRIHA)
five star certification

t We have been awarded the Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design (LEED) India Platinum
rating for fourteen of our buildings

t Over 5.25 million sq.ft. built up area of Infosys is
the highest rated in India

*as of September, 2015

GREENFINITY
LEED India Platinum Rated Buildings

Infosys BPO 1, Jaipur:
t First LEED India Platinum rated building in Jaipur
tThe building demonstrates nearly 33% reduction
in energy consumption compared to ASHRAE
baseline standards
tWater use reduction by over 41% compared to
LEED standards

Infosys SDB 10, Pune:
t The building demonstrates nearly 46 %
reduction in energy consumption compared
to ASHRAE baseline standards
t Water use reduction by over 56% compared to
LEED standards
t Energy performance index (EPI) is 76 KWH/Sq.m/Year

Infosys SDB 9, Chennai:
tThe building demonstrates nearly 40%
reduction in energy consumption compared
to ASHRAE baseline standards
t Water use reduction by over 54% compared
to LEED standards

Infosys M&C Building, Bangalore:
tFirst building in India to implement the radiant
panel-based cooling system
tThe building demonstrates nearly 42% reduction in energy
consumption compared to ASHRAE baseline standards
t Water use reduction by over 71% compared to
LEED standards
tEnergy performance index (EPI) is
79 KWH/Sq. m/Year

GREENFINITY
LEED India Platinum Rated Buildings

Infosys SDB 1, Hyderabad:
t The first radiant cooled commercial building in
India
t The building demonstrates nearly 50% reduction
in energy consumption compared to ASHRAE
baseline standards
t Water use reduction by over 48% compared to LEED
standards
t Energy performance index (EPI) of the radiant cooled side
is 70 KWH/Sq. m/Year

Infosys SDB 6, Mysore:
t The building demonstrates nearly 39%
reduction in energy consumption compared to
ASHRAE baseline standards
tWater use reduction by over 68% compared to
LEED standards

Infosys SDB 3, Mangalore:
tThe building demonstrates nearly 33% reduction
in energy consumption compared to ASHRAE
baseline standards
tWater use reduction by over 43% compared to
LEED standards

Infosys SDB 2 & 3, Hyderabad:
tThe building demonstrates nearly 49% reduction in energy
consumption compared to ASHRAE baseline standards
tWater use reduction by over 52% compared to
LEED standards

GREENFINITY
1 - Conserving What We Have

t We want to lead a systemic change and carve a
sustainable future for the benefit of the society
and environment

t These innovations are financially viable and
therefore can be replicated by organizations and
wider communities

t Through innovation, we are consistently creating
and redefining benchmarks in corporate
environmental sustainability

t 4PNF PG UIF NPTU JNQPSUBOU JOOPWBUJPOT UIBU
have helped us achieve significant resource
savings are featured in this report

GREENFINITY

BUILDING DESIGN
1.01 - Building Blocks

t #Z using efficient building envelopes, we are
reducing heat ingression to significantly reduce
our cooling requirements
t Since 2008, solar related heat gain has been
reduced to 1W per sq.ft. of air conditioned area, in
all new buildings of Infosys

t We have achieved up to 15% reduction on the
peak cooling load and 6–8% in annual energy
consumption with appropriate orientation,
insulated walls and roofs, optimized window-wall
ratio (30:70) and high performance glazing with
adequate shading

Roof area is
painted white to
reflect heat
High performance
glazing of windows
OUTSIDE

Window-wall ratio
is 25 – 30%

INSIDE

LIGHTING

GREENFINITY

1.02 - The Panel with a Vision

t 5P VTF OBUVSBM MJHIU UISPVHI UIF EBZ  BMM PVS
buildings since 2008 are designed with daylight
and vision panels
t 5IFXJOEPXJTTQMJUJOUPEJòFSFOUUZQFTPGHMBTT
and is highly efficient. It lets in good natural light
with no/less glare, and minimizes heat gains into
the building

t *ONPTUPGPVSOFXCVJMEJOHT BMNPTU00% of the
office space is naturally lit with this design

GREENFINITY

LIGHTING
1.03 - The Shelf Life of Light

t Light shelf is an overhang fixed between the
vision panel and daylight panel
t It helps in reflecting natural light deep into the
office space and also provides protection from
glare
t Employees don't feel the need to switch on
artificial lights throughout the day as the office

Daylight
Panel
Light
Shelf
Vision
Panel

space is day lit, creating a natural work
environment

LIGHTING

GREENFINITY

1.04 - Harvesting Daylight

Employees work in naturally lit
office spaces with access to
outside views

This helps in improving employee
comfort, productivity, health, and
well being

GREENFINITY

LIGHTING
1.05 - Brighter Designs
t 8F VTF TJNVMBUJPO TPGUXBSF UP PQUJNJ[F UIF
number of light fixtures to achieve the required
lighting levels

t And today, the lighting energy consumption has
been reduced to 1/8th of the consumption of our
old buildings

t This has eliminated the rule of thumb designs,
thereby significantly reducing lighting loads and
subsequently cooling and electrical loads
t Daylight sensors all around and occupancy
sensors in all cabins and restrooms have also
considerably reduced the use of lighting energy,
thereby minimizing related environmental
impacts and operational costs
t Our lighting designs are about 50% more
efficient than global ASHRAE standards

Simulation image of the workstation area
Various colors depict the lighting levels wherein
white is the maximum and black minimum

3D image of
workstation area

LIGHTING

GREENFINITY

1.06 - LED by Innovation
t We have replaced our street lights across different
campuses with LED lights to further optimize our
lighting energy use and eliminate related
environmental impacts
t With the use of LEDs, we are eliminating the
hazardous impacts of mercury on human health
and environment, and at the same time
minimizing the use of electricity

t These efficient light fixtures are an easy and cost
effective solution to optimize the use of lighting
energy to a large extent
t We have witnessed a 70% reduction in
connected load by installing LED lights in our
campuses

t Additionally, LEDs have a longer life of more than
20000 hours compared to conventional lighting
fixtures

LED Lights
Design flexibility for
several applications

LIGHTING

GREENFINITY

1.07 - Cooler by Design
t Air conditioning is the biggest energy consumer
in buildings
t Building envelope has a big impact on occupant
comfort as well as air conditioning requirement as
it shields the interior of the building from high
and low ambient temperatures
t Some of the buildings in our campuses, initially
designed as glass buildings, were uncomfortable
for people to work and resulted in high energy
consumption
tThus, we retrofitted the façade of these buildings by
reducing the amount of glass, replacing single glass
with double glazing, and adding insulation to the
walls

t This retrofit reduced the amount of heat entering
the building and thus resulted in reduced air
conditioning energy consumption and increased
comfort for the occupants

LIGHTING

GREENFINITY

1.08 - Lighter on Nature, and our Pockets too
t We have designed and implemented an
innovative façade lighting system for one of the
buildings in Mangalore, having a built up area of
1,00,000 sq.ft.
t LED light fixtures have been installed to highlight
specific elements of the building façade

t This has made the building look aesthetically
appealing and also enhanced viewers’ experience
during the night
t With this, the lighting load for the entire façade of
the building is a mere 246 watts

246
WATTS

GREENFINITY

AIR CONDITINING
1.09 - Radiant Cooling - Happiness on the way ahead
t Infosys building in Hyderabad is the first radiant
cooled commercial building in India and the
largest comparison of cooling systems in the
world

t This building serves as a global case study for
other organizations, demonstrating the viability
of radiant cooling system in India, specifically for
new buildings

t As there is no recirculation of air in the system,
it inherently provides healthier indoor air quality
and thus, comfort to the employees
t Through constant monitoring of data, we have
witnessed that the radiant cooling technology is
30% more efficient than conventional air
conditioning

30%

More efficient
than conventional
air conditioning

AIR CONDITIONING

GREENFINITY

1.10 - First radiant panel based building in India
t We have introduced the first ‘radiant panel’ based
cooling system in our new office building in
Bangalore
t Pipes are embedded in panels of modular sizes
like ceiling tiles, and are then interconnected to
allow for water to flow

t This system, we believe, is the solution for cases
with specific ceiling designs and for retrofits in
existing buildings to achieve significant energy
reduction

GREENFINITY

AIR CONDITIONING
1.11 - Infosys - Developed Radiflux Panels for cooling
t We have pioneered the radiant cooling
technology in India through radiant slab and
radiant panel based cooling systems
t We realized that the available radiant panel based
cooling solutions in the market today may not be
cost effective in India. Thus, with high quality
engineering we developed Radiflux Panels
in-house

t Radiflux panels are much more efficient, flexible
and easily replicable
t This solution can be deployed in large scale and
has the potential to revolutionize the way cooling
is done in buildings in future
t We have applied for India, US, and European
patents for this product

t These panels are two times more efficient than
other products available in the market, less than
half the cost, and need 50 per cent lesser time for
installation

Radiflux- Monolithic Radiant Panel

Supporting panel
Clip - Made of a low conductive
material to reduce heat, transfer losses
and enable quick click installation
Fin area which acts as the cold
surface and enables heat transfer
Pipes carrying chilled water
for cooling

WATER

GREENFINITY

1.12 - Watering down consumption
t We are in the process of revamping our entire
water monitoring system to optimize our water
use to the maximum levels

t We have installed 128 smart water meters in Pune
campus, 31 in the Bhubaneshwar campus, and 40
in the Chandigarh campus till date

t We have installed smart water meters in many of
our campuses to enable online monitoring of
water consumption, and identify leakages,
wastages and opportunities of reduction

t We are in the process of installing smart water
meters in all other campuses of Infosys across
India

t These meters have the ability to communicate
with the Building Management System (BMS),
which helps us monitor water consumption in real
time

GREENFINITY

WATER
1.13 - It’s raining hope
t Rainwater harvesting is a logical solution to
alleviate the acute water shortage in both rural
and urban India

t We have constructed about 25 lakes across our
campuses, having a capacity of more than 250
million liters to maximize water sequestration

t There is an immediate need to capture, store,
treat, and reuse the freely available rainwater, to
ensure water conservation and augment the
groundwater tables
t With an aim to become water-sustainable and
increase ground water tables to maximize the
availability of water for others, we harvest
rainwater through lakes, rooftop rainwater
harvesting, and deep-well injection systems

Rainwater
Harvesting
Water gets
collected
in the tank
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WATER

t 3BJOXBUFSGSPNUIFSPPGJTEJSFDUFEBOETUPSFEJO
BOVOEFSHSPVOEDPMMFDUJPOUBOL öMUFSFE USFBUFE 
BOEUIFOVTFEGPSEPNFTUJDQVSQPTFT
t *O öTDBM ZFBS    QFS DFOU PG UIF GSFTIXBUFS
SFRVJSFNFOUPGPOFPGPVSCVJMEJOHTJO#BOHBMPSF
XBT NFU GSPN IBSWFTUJOH SBJOXBUFS EVSJOH UIF
NPOTPPONPOUIT

t8FIBWFCVJMUBUPUBMPG67 deep - injection well
systems, having a capacity of about 3.3 million
liters per day  GPS HSPVOEXBUFS SFDIBSHF BDSPTT
EJòFSFOUDBNQVTFTJO*OEJB
t %VSJOH UIJT öTDBM  we constructed 21 deep-well
injection systems in our Pune campus and 19 in
our Bangalore campus

t3BJOXBUFSJTBMTPDPMMFDUFEBOEEJSFDUFEEFFQJOUP
UIF HSPVOE UISPVHI JOKFDUJPO XFMMT  UIFSFCZ
JODSFBTJOHUIFHSPVOEXBUFSUBCMFT

TREATMENT PLANT

More than
250 million liters
capacity

WATER TABLE

WELL

GREENFINITY

WATER
1.14 - Water therapy
t 8F IBWF JOTUBMMFE NPSF UIBO   1SFTTVSF
DPNQFOTBUJOH BFSBUPST 1$"  JO XBUFS GBVDFUT
BDSPTTBMMDBNQVTFTEVSJOHöTDBMZFBS
t 1$"T QSPWJEF B DPOTUBOU øPX SBUF PG  HQN
UISPVHI WBSJBCMF QSFTTVSF TJUVBUJPOT PQUJNJ[JOH
XBUFSVTFUPBHSFBUFYUFOU
t 0VS CVJMEJOHT JO #BOHBMPSF  )ZEFSBCBE  BOE
#IVCBOFTIXBSCPBTUPGUIFMBUFTUGSPNPVSLJUUZ
XBUFSMFTT VSJOBMT  BCPVU  XBUFSMFTT VSJOBMT
IBWFCFFOJOTUBMMFEUPNJOJNJ[FXBUFSVTF

t 8BUFSMFTT VSJOBMT EP OPU SFRVJSF XBUFS GPS
øVTIJOH  UIFSFCZ SFEVDJOH XBUFS DPOTVNQUJPO 
BOESFMBUFEFOFSHZVTFGPSQVNQJOHBOEUSFBUJOH
water

5BQTXJUITFOTPST

'MPX
SFTUSJDUPST

1SFTTVSFDPNQFOTBUJOH
XBTIFST

1SFTTVSFDPNQFOTBUJOH
BFSBUPST

1SFTTVSFSFEVDJOHWBMWF

8BUFSMFTTVSJOBMT

GREENFINITY

WATER
1.15.1 - Experiment 1:
Anaerobic MBR for Waste Water Treatment

1.15.2 - Experiment 2:
Capacitive De-Ionization (CDI) Water Treatment

t 8FTUSJWFUPSFDZDMFBOESFVTFFWFSZQPTTJCMFESPQ
PGXBUFS
t 0VS[FSPMJRVJEEJTDIBSHFQPMJDZIFMQTVTBDIJFWF
UIJT UISPVHI SFDZDMJOH BOE SFVTJOH  QFSDFOU
XBTUFXBUFSJOPVSBFSPCJDNFNCSBOFCJPSFBDUPS
.#3  UFDIOPMPHZ CBTFE TFXBHF USFBUNFOU
QMBOUT 451 

t *O BEEJUJPO  XF BMTP QJMPUFE UIF $BQBDJUJWF
%FJPOJ[BUJPO $%* UFDIOPMPHZGPSUSFBUJOHXBUFS
GPSQPUBCMFQVSQPTF
t 5IJT UFDIOPMPHZ JT BO FOFSHZ FóDJFOU XBUFS
USFBUNFOU TZTUFN XJUI XBUFS SFDPWFSZ DBQBDJUZ BT
IJHIBTQFSDFOU VTJOHQFSDFOUMPXFSFOFSHZ
UIBOUIFDVSSFOUSFWFSTFPTNPTJT 30 TZTUFN

t 5PNBLFPVSUSFBUNFOUNFUIPEPMPHZFóDJFOU XF
IBWF QJMPUFE UIF BOBFSPCJD .#3 XBTUFXBUFS
USFBUNFOUUFDIOPMPHZ

t 5IF SFKFDU GSPN UIF $%* TZTUFN JT BCPVU  UP 
QFSDFOUDPNQBSFEUPUPQFSDFOUJODBTFPG30
TZTUFNT

t *U IBT CFFO GPVOE UIBU UIF BOBFSPCJD .#3
UFDIOPMPHZ SFRVJSFT  QFSDFOU MFTTFS FOFSHZ 
HFOFSBUFT BCPVU  QFSDFOU MFTTFS TMVEHF  BOE
VUJMJ[FT MFTTFS TQBDF DPNQBSFE UP UIF BFSPCJD .#3
UFDIOPMPHZ

t 8FBSFQMBOOJOHUPSFQMBDFPVS30TZTUFNTXJUI
UIF $%* TZTUFN UP FOTVSF IJHI RVBMJUZ XBUFS
USFBUNFOUBOEPQUJNVNFOFSHZVTF$%*TZTUFN
JT B QSPNJTJOH UFDIOPMPHZ BOE DBO CF FBTJMZ
SFQMJDBUFEJOMBSHFTDBMF

t 8F BSF DVSSFOUMZ QMBOOJOH UP JNQMFNFOU UIJT
UFDIOPMPHZ JO POF PG UIF TFXBHF USFBUNFOU
QMBOUTJOPVSDBNQVT

Anaerobic MBR
Excess Biogas Flared
Gas

Pumped to MBR for Scouring

Treated
Water

Raw Sewage
Anaerobic
Digestor
Submerged
Ultrafilteration
Membrane
Equalization
Tank
Sludge
Recreation

Excess
Sludge
Sludge
Holding
Tank
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TECHNOLOGY
1.16 - Pumping up the heat
t5IFIPUXBUFSHFOFSBUFEGSPNIFBUQVNQTJTVTFE
JO XBTIFST BOE ESJFST JO UIF MBVOESZ  UIFSFCZ
FMJNJOBUJOHUIFVTFPGEJFTFMBOESFMBUFEDBSCPO
FNJTTJPOT

t 8F BSF DVSSFOUMZ SFQMBDJOH BMM FMFDUSJD SFTJTUBODF
IFBUFST XJUI IFBU QVNQT  XIJDI DPOTVNF POMZ
1/4th the electricityUPIFBUUIFTBNFBNPVOUPG
water

t  8F BMTP VUJMJ[F UIF SFKFDUFE DPME BJS GSPN IFBU
QVNQT UP DPPM UIF MBVOESZ BSFB  NBLJOH UIF
TQBDFDPNGPSUBCMFGPSUIFMBVOESZTUBò

t 8PSLJOH PO UIF QSJODJQMF PG SFWFSTF DZDMF PG
SFGSJHFSBUJPO UIFZUSBOTGFSIFBUGSPNBUNPTQIFSF
UPXBUFSVTJOHBDPNQSFTTPS

t)FBUQVNQTIBWFBMTPCFFOJOTUBMMFEJOFNQMPZFF
DBSF DFOUSFT BOE GPPE DPVSUT GPS HFOFSBUJOH IPU
water
tHeat pumps being 3.5 times more efficient than
electric heaters, have eliminated the use of
4000 kW of connected load

1kw Electricity

)FBU1VNQ

Compressor
Fan

Cool gas

Hot gas

Heated
water out

Cold
air

Cold
water in
Warm liquid

Heat exchanger

Cool liquid

Expansion
valve

Heat exchanger
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TECHNOLOGY
1.17 - Higher Efficiency-That's all we're about
t8F IBWF EFTJHOFE PVS EBUB DFOUFST XJUI
FNFSHJOHUFDIOPMPHJFTUPPQUJNJ[FFOFSHZVTF
t 0VS OFX EBUB DFOUFS JO #BOHBMPSF DBNQVT IBT
CFFOEFTJHOFEXJUIUIFNPTUJOOPWBUJWFEFTJHO
JOUIFJOEVTUSZ
t5IFVOJRVFGFBUVSFPGUIJTEBUBDFOUFSJTUIBUBMM
UIF BVYJMJBSJFT BSF %$ QPXFSFE XJUI IJHI
FóDJFODZ WBSJBCMF GSFRVFODZ ESJWFT 7'% 
PQUJNJ[JOH FOFSHZ DPOTVNQUJPO CBTFE PO
BNCJFOUDPOEJUJPOT

t 5IF IJHI QFSGPSNBODF  L8 EBUB DFOUFS IBT
CFFOEFTJHOFEUP5JFSTUBOEBSETXJUIPQFSBUJOH
UFNQFSBUVSFSBOHJOHGSPNP$UPP$
t The average Power Utilization Effectiveness
(PUE) of this data center is estimated to be 1.08

System

Energy in KWH

Servers

2,628,000

UPS

105,120

RDHX cooling

73,362

DC & UPS cooling

31,536

Lighting

3,472

Total Power

2,841,490

#SFBLVQPGUIFUPUBMQPXFSDPOTVNQUJPO
JOUIFTZTUFN JODMVEJOHTFSWFST 614 BJS
DPOEJUJPOJOH BOEMJHIUJOH5IFTFFOFSHZ
EFUBJMTSFQSFTFOUTB16&PG

TECHNOLOGY

GREENFINITY

1.18 - Advancing with reduced load
• Deep green retrofits in air conditioning and UPS
systems are providing us with new
breakthroughs, and we have reduced our
connected load further by 3.4 MW and 4.4 MW in
fiscal 2015

• Most retrofits have a short payback period of less
than three years and can be easily replicated in
other commercial buildings

• We have achieved 25 MW (as of September, 2015)
reduction in connected load in the last four years
through deep green retrofits of our air
conditioning and UPS systems

25 MW of reduction in
connected load achieved
in the last four years
through air conditioning
and UPS retrofits

GREENFINITY
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1.19 - Energy harvesting
t *OOPWBUJWF QFFMBOETUJDL XJSFMFTT BOE
CBUUFSZMFTT TFOTPST BSF QMBZJOH B DSJUJDBM SPMF JO
NBOBHJOHSFTPVSDFDPOTVNQUJPOBOEDPNGPSUJO
PVSCVJMEJOHT
t5IFZXPSLPOUIFQSJODJQMFPGFOFSHZIBSWFTUJOH 
XIFSF UIF TFOTPST BOE PUIFS EFWJDFT IBSWFTU
FOFSHZGSPNUIFCVJMEJOHTJOEPPSFOWJSPONFOU
t&WFOBTJNQMFMJHIUTXJUDIDBOXPSLPOUIF
FOFSHZIBSWFTUJOHQSJODJQMF

t 0DDVQBODZTFOTPSTXJSFMFTTMZDPNNVOJDBUFXJUI
MJHIUTBOETXJUDIFTGPSBVUPNBUJPO
t 'PVS IPVST PG  MVY MJHIU JT TVóDJFOU GPS UIF
TFOTPSTUPIBSWFTUFOFSHZBOEXPSLGPSUIFOFYU
IPVST



8JSFMFTT 
CBUUFSZMFTT
TFOTPSTNBOBHF
SFTPVSDF
DPOTVNQUJPO

4FOTPS

-JHIU
TXJUDIFT
XJUIB
USBOTNJUFS

TECHNOLOGY
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1.20 - Taking technology to the streets
t 5IF 1PJOUUP1PJOU DPOUSPM TZTUFN VTFT 4ZTUFN
.BOBHFSBOE/PEFBUFBDIMJHIU
t4ZTUFN .BOBHFS VTFT 1-$ UFDIOPMPHZ 1PXFS
-JOF $PNNVOJDBUJPOT  XIJDI DPNNVOJDBUFT
XJUIOPEFTJOTUBMMFEBUFBDIQPJOUPGMJHIUPOUIF
TUSFFUT
t 5IFTF GFBUVSFT SFTVMU JO JNQPSUBOU TBWJOHT PO
DBCMJOHBOEFOBCMFEFUBJMFEDPOUSPMPOUIFQPJOU
PGMJHIUMFWFM

t /PEF SFHVMBUFT BOE NBOBHFT UIF FMFNFOU PG
QPJOU PG MJHIU  XIJDI JU DPOUSPMT CZ VTJOH UISFF
WBSJBCMFT JMMVNJOBUJPO  QPXFS DPOTVNFE BOE
TDIFEVMF
t 5IFFOUJSFQSPHSBNNJOHGPSUIJTJTEPOFGSPNUIF
4ZTUFN.BOBHFS

TECHNOLOGY
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1.21- Under our watchful eyes
t0VSDFOUSBMDPNNBOEDFOUFSJO#BOHBMPSFIFMQT
VTSFNPUFMZNPOJUPS NBOBHF BOEPQUJNJ[FPVS
CVJMEJOHPQFSBUJPOT
t8FNBOBHFPWFSNJMMJPOTRVBSFGFFUPGTNBSU
CVJMEJOHT FOFSHZNBOBHFNFOUTZTUFNT TPMBS17
TZTUFNT  EBUB DFOUFS QPXFS VTBHF FòFDUJWFOFTT 
CBUUFSZ
NBOBHFNFOU
TZTUFNT 
FOFSHZ
DPOTVNQUJPO GPS TFXBHF USFBUNFOU QMBOUT  BOE
XFBUIFS TUBUJPOT GPS UIFJS QFSGPSNBODF BDSPTT
*OGPTZTDBNQVTFT

t*UFOBCMFTVTUPIBWFCVJMEJOHFóDJFODZFYQFSUT
NBOBHF PQFSBUJPOT  SFNPUFMZ QSPWJEF UFDIOJDBM
FYQFSUJTF GPS BMM MPDBUJPOT BOE BOBMZ[F EBUB UP
JEFOUJGZPQUJNJ[BUJPOPQQPSUVOJUJFT
t$FOUSBMJ[FEFYQFSUJTFGSPNUIFDFOUFSBMMPXTVTUP
JNQSPWF PVS EJBHOPTUJD DBQBCJMJUJFT  FOIBODF
PQFSBUJPOBM
FòFDUJWFOFTT
BOE
DIBSU
SFDPNNFOEBUJPOTGPSOFXCVJMEJOHEFTJHOT

GREENFINITY
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1.22 - One of the biggest solar PV experiments at Infosys Bangalore
t5PEFNPOTUSBUFUIFWJBCJMJUZPGUIFCFTUTPMBS17
UFDIOPMPHZ BWBJMBCMF JO UIF NBSLFU BOE
FODPVSBHF TPMBS FOFSHZ JO *OEJB  XF IBWF
JOTUBMMFE TPMBS 17 UFDIOPMPHJFT JO POF PG PVS
CVJMEJOHTJO#BOHBMPSF
t 'JWF EJòFSFOU TPMBS 17 UFDIOPMPHJFT BSF CFJOH
DPNQBSFE PO UIF TBNF SPPG XJUI DPOUJOVPVT
NPOJUPSJOH BOE BOBMZTJT PG FOFSHZ HFOFSBUJPO
EBUBJOSFBMUJNF

t 5IJT QSPKFDU XJMM BOBMZ[F UIF FòFDU PG XFBUIFS
DPOEJUJPOT PO UIF QFSGPSNBODF PG EJòFSFOU 17
UFDIOPMPHJFT
t5IJTQMBOUJTFYQFDUFEUPNFFUPWFSQFSDFOUPG
UIFUPUBMFMFDUSJDJUZEFNBOEPGUIJTCVJMEJOH

Different Solar PV Technologies

Solar
Technologies

Monocrystalline

Polycrystalline

Panel
Capacities
(Watts)

255-330

250-310

Panel
Efficiency

15.5%- 20.1%

15.9%

Hetro Junction
Intrinsic Thin

Cadmium
Telluride Thin

Copper Indium
Selenide Thin

240

97.5

170

19.4%

13.5%

13.8%

TECHNOLOGY
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1.23 - Here comes the sun
t *ODSFBTJOH UIF VTF PG SFOFXBCMF SFTPVSDFT IBT
CFFO B DPOTUBOU RVFTU GPS VT BU *OGPTZT 4PMBS
FOFSHZ XFCFMJFWF IPMETJNNFOTFQPUFOUJBMBOE
JTUIFGVUVSFPGHSFFOFOFSHZ
t 8F TUSJWF UP NFFU PVS FOUJSF FMFDUSJDJUZ EFNBOE
GSPN SFOFXBCMFT JO UIF OFYU GFX ZFBST  XF IBWF
TVDDFTTGVMMZ JOTUBMMFE  .8 BT PG 4FQUFNCFS 
  PG TPMBS QIPUPWPMUBJD 17  QMBOUT BDSPTT PVS
DBNQVTFTJO*OEJB

t 8F QMBO UP BEE BOPUIFS .8 UISPVHI POTJUF
BOEPòTJUFTPMBSJOTUBMMBUJPOTBDSPTT*OEJB

INVESTING IN INTELLIGENCE
2 - Footprints on the sands of time
TIF GPMMPXJOH are UIF EFUBJMT PG PVS DPOTVNQUJPO
BOETaWJOHTJOUIFBrFBTPGXBUFS FOFSHZBOE()(
FNJTTJPOT

GREENFINITY
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2.1 - Water
8JUI UIF UISFBU PG HMPCBM XBSNJOH BOE TFB MFWFMT
SJTJOH BU BO BMBSNJOH SBUF  XF OFWFS MFU PVS GPDVT
XBWFSGSPNXBUFSDPOTFSWBUJPO

t 8FIBWFJOTUBMMFEQSFTTVSFSFEVDJOHWBMWFTJOUBQT
BOE QJQFT  øPX SFTUSJDUPST  BOE TFOTPS UBQT JO
IJHIEFOTJUZBSFBT

t *O TQJUF PG UIF OVNCFS PG FNQMPZFFT SJTJOH
NBOJGPME  XF SFEVDFE PVS QFS DBQJUB GSFTI XBUFS
DPOTVNQUJPO CZ BCPVU  JO öTDBM   BT
DPNQBSFEUPUIFöTDBM

t "UQSFTFOU XFSFMFBTFBWFSZJOTJHOJöDBOUBNPVOU
PGXBUFSJOUPNVOJDJQBMTFXBHFTZTUFNT

t 0VSXBUFSTVTUBJOBCJMJUZTUSBUFHZJODMVEFTSFEVDJOH
PVS GSFTI XBUFS DPOTVNQUJPO  SBJOXBUFS
IBSWFTUJOH SFDZDMFBOESFVTFPGXBTUFXBUFS

t 8FGPMMPXTUSJOHFOUOPSNTPOXBUFSRVBMJUZXIJDI
BSFBUQBSXJUIHMPCBMTUBOEBSET

2.32
2015
3.28
2008

2.15
2014

3.30

Water consumption
in KL

2009

QFSDBQJUBQFSNPOUI

2.17
2013
3.23
2010

2.53
2012

3.01
2011
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WATER
2.2 - Watering it down
t5IFFOUJSFXBTUFXBUFSHFOFSBUFEJOPVSDBNQVTFT
JTUSFBUFEBUPVSTFXBHFUSFBUNFOUQMBOUT
t3FDZDMFEXBUFSJTVTFEGPSMBOETDBQJOH DPPMJOHBOE
øVTIJOHXJUIJOPVSDBNQVTFT

t 'PS UIF DVSSFOU öTDBM  XF SFDZDMFE BOE SFVTFE
  LMPGXBUFS BNPVOUJOHUPPWFSPGUIF
UPUBMXBUFSXJUIESBXO

t %VBM QMVNCJOH TZTUFN JT JO QMBDF UP QSPWJEF
TFQBSBUFXBUFSQJQJOHGPSUIFTVQQMZPGQPUBCMFBOE
OPOQPUBCMFXBUFS USFBUFEXBTUFXBUFS
t 5IF XBUFS RVBMJUZ JT NPOJUPSFE SFHVMBSMZ UP
BQQMJDBCMFOPSNT FOTVSJOHHPPEIFBMUIBOETBGFUZ
GPSUIFFNQMPZFFT

MBR Technology

Sewage Waste
From The Building

UV
Disinfection

Bar Screen
Chamber

Oil & Grease
Seperator

Aeration
Tank

Fine
Screen

Equalization
Tank

Membrane
Bio Reactor

Toxicated
Water Tank

Anoxic
Tank
Sludge
Recreation

Excess
Sludge

Sludge
Processing
Sludge
Holding
Tank
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2.3 - Energy
0VS FOFSHZ DPOTVNQUJPO UBLFT QMBDF NBJOMZ
UISPVHI UIF VTF PG FMFDUSJDJUZ  IJHITQFFE EJFTFM
VTFEGPSHFOFSBUPSTBOECPJMFST BOEQFUSPMVTFEJO
DPNQBOZPXOFEWFIJDMFTBOEMBXONPXFST

Energy in GJ (Within the Organisation)
%JSFDUFOFSHZDPOTVNFEJOPVSPQFSBUJPOTJOWBSJPVTBSFBT
EVSJOHUIFöTDBMZFBSJO*OEJB

Fuel (High Speed Diesel
for Diesel Generators
(DG) + Boiler)

11%
1,10,816

27%
2,69,951
Electricity from
Renewable Source

Grid Electricity
(Non-Renewable Source)

62%
6,22,295

GREENFINITY

ENERGY
2.3.1 - Electricity
t8FSFPOBNJTTJPOUPSFEVDFQFSDBQJUBFMFDUSJDJUZ
DPOTVNQUJPO CZ  JO   BHBJOTU UIF öTDBM
CBTFMJOF
t "T PG   XF IBWF BDIJFWFE  SFEVDUJPO 
XIJDIUBLFTVTWFSZDMPTFUPPVSUBSHFU
t *O  BMPOF  XF IBWF SFEVDFE QFS DBQJUB
FMFDUSJDJUZDPOTVNQUJPOCZPWFSöTDBM

Electricity Consumption in kWh
QFSDBQJUBQFSNPOUI

296.5

266.5

246.2

229.5

199.6

178.3

167.2

159.99

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

ENERGY
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2.3.2 - Renewing our faith in renewable energy
t8FIBSOFTTTPMBSFOFSHZBDSPTTPVSDBNQVTFTGPS
FMFDUSJDJUZ HFOFSBUJPO BOE XBUFS IFBUJOH
QVSQPTFT

t 8F VTFE  NJMMJPO VOJUT PG HSFFO QPXFS GPS
NFFUJOH PVS FMFDUSJDJUZ SFRVJSFNFOUT EVSJOH UIF
TBNFQFSJPE

t4PMBSIPUXBUFSTZTUFNTXJUIBDBQBDJUZPGBCPVU
GPVS MBLIT MJUFST QFS EBZ BSF JOTUBMMFE JO PVS
DBNQVTFTUPNFFUUIFIPUXBUFSSFRVJSFNFOUT

t 5IJTBDDPVOUTGPSOFBSMZPGUIFFMFDUSJDJUZ
OFFETPGBMM*OGPTZTDBNQVTFTBDSPTT*OEJB


t5IJTöTDBM PVSPOTJUFTPMBS17TZTUFNTQSPEVDFE
 .8I PG FMFDUSJDJUZ XIJDI XBT DPOTVNFE
XJUIJOPVSDBNQVTFTJO*OEJB

GREENFINITY
2.4 - GHG Emissions
5IF USFOE PG NPOUIMZ QFS DBQJUB ()( FNJTTJPOT
4DPQFBOE4DPQF GPSBMMMPDBUJPOTJO*OEJBPWFS
UIFZFBSTJTBTGPMMPXT

Greenhouse gas emissions
1FSDBQJUB  U$0F

2008
2.84

2009
2.52

2010
2.32

2011
2.04

2012
1.59

Per capita emissions is computed by dividing the gross GHG
emissions (scope 1+2) in our locations by the total number of
employees. The employee count is calculated by totaling the
swipe count of employees and number of support staff in our
offices. The employee count considered for fiscal year 2014 is
126,612 and covers all India locations.

2013
1.37

*O MJOF XJUI PVS DBSCPOOFVUSBMJUZ HPBM BOE PVS
BOOVBMDBSCPOJOUFOTJUZSFEVDUJPOUBSHFU XFIBWF
JNQMFNFOUFE UIF GPMMPXJOH FNJTTJPOSFEVDUJPO
JOJUJBUJWFT

Emissions
avoided (tCO2e)

&OFSHZFóDJFODZSFUSPöUTJO
PVSCVJMEJOHT 4DPQF 


 



 

0QFSBUJPOBMFYDFMMFODFBOE
OFXHSFFOCVJMEJOHT 


 



 

5PUBMFNJTTJPOTBWPJEFE





 



2015
1.22

Emission reduction initiatives

Electricity procured/
saved (MWh)

Carbon reduction initiatives

2014
1.28
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WASTE MANAGEMENT
2.5 - Reducing. Reusing. Recycling
8BTUFNBOBHFNFOUIBTCFFOBQSJNFGPDVTBSFBGPS
VT JO SFDFOU UJNFT  BOE UIF SFTVMUT BSF BMSFBEZ
TIPXJOH

t )B[BSEPVTBOEFXBTUFBSFTFOUUPSFDZDMFSTXJUI
UIF OFDFTTBSZ DMFBSBODFT GSPN QPMMVUJPO DPOUSPM
CPBSET

t 0VS QSPEVDUT  DPOTVMUBODZ BOE TFSWJDFT JO UIF
JOGPSNBUJPO UFDIOPMPHZ EPNBJO EP OPU QSPEVDF
BOZTJHOJöDBOUXBTUF

t 8F IBWF JOTUBMMFE CJPHBT QMBOUT BOE DPNQPTUJOH
TZTUFNTJONVMUJQMFPóDFT

t 0VSTVQQMJFSTBSFFODPVSBHFEUPSFVTFQBDLBHJOH
NBUFSJBM

H
P
M


Z







t 0VS BQQSPBDI UP XBTUF NBOBHFNFOU  JT TQSFBE
BDSPTT UISFF EJNFOTJPOTJOøVFODJOH TPDJBM
CFIBWJPS 
QSPDFTT
PQUJNJ[BUJPO
BOE
JNQMFNFOUBUJPOPGUFDIOPMPHZ
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t 8BTUF JT TFHSFHBUFE BU TPVSDF  TUPSFE BOE
EJTQPTFEUPBVUIPSJ[FESFDZDMFST

t 8F VTF NJOJNVN QBQFS BOE SFDZDMF UIF TBNF UP
NBLFVTBCMFQSPEVDUT
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WASTE MANAGEMENT

GREENFINITY

2.5.1 - Social networking for a cause
8FDPOEVDUFNQMPZFFFOHBHFNFOUBOEBXBSFOFTT
QSPHSBNTBDSPTTBMMDBNQVTFTUISPVHIFDPDMVCTUP
TFOTJUJ[FFNQMPZFFTPOXBTUFNBOBHFNFOUJTTVFT
4PNFPGUIFJOJUJBUJWFTXFIBWFVOEFSUBLFOBSF

t .BJMFST BOE QPTUFST PO XBTUF NBOBHFNFOU BSF
VQEBUFEPOBSFHVMBSCBTJT

t 0VSBJNJTUPJODVMDBUFBDVMUVSFXIFSFFNQMPZFFT
BSF TFOTJUJWF UPXBSET UIF JTTVF PG JSSFTQPOTJCMF
t "MM XBTUF CJOT JO QBOUSJFT BOE GPPE DPVSUT IBWF
EVNQJOHPGXBTUF
CFFO DPMPVS DPEFE UP FOTVSF FBTZ TFHSFHBUJPO
PGXBTUF
t 5ISPVHIUIJT XFTUSJWFUPCSJOHBCPVUBDIBOHFJO
UIF NJOET PG UIF QFPQMF BOE EFWFMPQ B
t 4UJDLFST EJTQMBZJOH UIF JUFNT UIBU DBO HP JOUP
SFTQPOTJCMFBQQSPBDIUPXBSETNBOBHJOHXBTUFJO
TQFDJöDCJOTHVJEFUIFFNQMPZFFT
UIFTPDJFUZ

GREENFINITY

WASTE MANAGEMENT
2.5.2 - Nothing goes waste
#Z NPOJUPSJOH XBTUF HFOFSBUJPO QBUUFSOT BDSPTT
PóDFT XFWFCFFOBCMFUPUBDLMFUIFJTTVFXJUI
t %FUBJMFERVBOUJöDBUJPOPGBMMLJOETPGXBTUFIFMQ
VT BOBMZ[F XBTUF QBUUFSOT BOE SFEVDF UIF
HFOFSBUJPOPGXBTUF
t 3FEVDUJPO PG TJOHMFVTF QMBTUJD BOE QBQFS
UBCMFXBSF  JODMVEJOH DVQT  TQPPOT  QMBUFT BOE
TUJSSFSTGSPNPVSGPPEDPVSUT

t $PMMBCPSBUJOH XJUI PVS WFOEPST UP SFQMBDFE
EJTQPTBCMFDVUMFSZXJUITUFFMBOEHMBTTDVUMFSZBU
NPTUPGPVSDBNQVTFT
t 4UBOEBSEJ[JOH UIF EFTJHO PG PVS XBTUF TUPSBHF
ZBSETUPFOBCMFCFUUFSTFHSFHBUJPOBOETUPSBHFPG
XBTUF  UIFSFCZ FOIBODJOH UIF SFDZDMF WBMVF PG
XBTUF

1MBTUJD

8PPE
&8BTUF

GREENFINITY

WASTE MANAGEMENT
2.5.3 - Technology with a heart
8F IBWF BEPQUFE TFWFSBM HSFFO  TDJFOUJöDBMMZ
QSPWFOUFDIOPMPHJFTUPIFMQVTSFEVDFPVSDBSCPO
GPPUQSJOU5IFTFBSF

CFL Crusher

t 8F BSF UFTUJOH UIF $'- DSVTIFS TZTUFN  UIF öSTU
QPUBCMF DSVTIFS JO UIJT TFDUPS  UP NJOJNJ[F UIF
OFHBUJWFJNQBDUTGSPNNFSDVSZFYQPTVSF
t .FSDVSZGSPNGVTFE$'-TBOEUVCFMJHIUTJTLOPXO
UPDBVTFTFWFSBMIFBMUIBOEFOWJSPONFOUIB[BSET
t 5IF $'- DSVTIFS BCTPSCT NFSDVSZ JO $'-T BOE
UVCFMJHIUT
t 5IFNFSDVSZUIBUJTBETPSCFEPOUIFöMUFSTDBOCF
SFDPWFSFEBOESFDZDMFE

Polycrack technology
t8FBSFFWBMVBUJOHVQDPNJOHUFDIOPMPHZMJLFUIF
QPMZDSBDLTZTUFNUPNBOBHFNJYFETPMJEXBTUF
t8FBSFTUJMMUFTUJOHJUTWJBCJMJUZUPEFNPOTUSBUFUIBU
XBTUFDBOBEEWBMVFUPVT
t"LHQFSEBZ1PMZDSBDLTZTUFNJTCFJOHUFTUFE
JO #BOHBMPSF UP IBOEMF NJYFE OPOSFDZDMBCMF
XBTUF QMBTUJD SVCCFS FUD
t5IJT 1PMZDSBDL UFDIOPMPHZ VOJU DPOWFSUT XBTUF
JOUPPJM HBT BOEDIBSUISPVHIBDBUBMZUJDQSPDFTT

GREENFINITY

WASTE MANAGEMENT
Composting
t 'PPEXBTUFBMPOHXJUIHBSEFOXBTUFJTNJYFEJO
FRVBMQSPQPSUJPOTBOEJTDPNQPTUFECZJOWFTTFM
DPNQPTUJOH JO 5SJWBOESVN  +BJQVS BOE
$IBOEJHBSI
t 'PPE XBTUF NJYFE XJUI HBSEFO XBTUF JT BMTP
DPNQPTUFE JO BO PSHBOJD XBTUF DPOWFSUFS
JOTUBMMFEJOUIF#BOHBMPSFDBNQVT
t 8F GPMMPX WFSNJ DPNQPTUJOH JO .BOHBMPSF GPS
QBQFSXBTUF
t 5IF DPNQPTU HFOFSBUFE JT VTFE GPS MBOETDBQJOH
XJUIJOPVSDBNQVTFT
t &YDFTT HBSEFO XBTUF JT TISFEEFE BOE VTFE GPS
NVMDIJOH

Anaerobic digestion
t 8FIBWFJOTUBMMFECJPHBTQMBOUTJOPVSDBNQVTFT
UPSFDZDMFUIFGPPEXBTUFHFOFSBUFEGSPNPVSGPPE
DPVSUT
t 'PPEXBTUFJTDPOWFSUFEJOUPCJPHBTBOESFVTFEJO
PVSGPPEDPVSULJUDIFOTGPSDPPLJOH
t *O BEEJUJPO UP PVS CJPHBT QMBOUT JO .ZTPSF 
)ZEFSBCBE  #IVCBOFTIXBS BOE .BOHBMPSF
DBNQVTFT  XF BSF JO UIF QSPDFTT PG TFUUJOH VQ
QMBOUT JO PVS 5IJSVWBOBOUIBQVSBN  +BJQVS BOE
#BOHBMPSFDBNQVTFT
t 5IFTF QMBOUT BSF BVUPNBUFE BOE UIF QSPDFTT
QBSBNFUFST TVDI BT Q)  HBT RVBOUJUZ HFOFSBUFE 
FUDDBOCFSFNPUFMZNPOJUPSFEPOBDPNQVUFS

GREENFINITY
2.6 Standing our ground
8BTUFNBOBHFNFOUIBTCFFOBQSJNFGPDVTBSFBGPS
UIJTXPSMEJTOPUPOMZBCPVUVT.JMMJPOTBOECJMMJPOT
PGMJGFGPSNTSFTJEFPOPVSQMBOFU BOEXFDPOTJEFSJU
PVS EVUZ UP IFMQ FBDI PG UIFN IBWF B OPSNBM 
IFBMUIZMJGFTQBO

t *OöTDBM XFIBWFQMBOUFEBCPVU USFFT
BDSPTT PVS DBNQVTFT JO *OEJB  UBLJOH PVS UPUBM
OVNCFSPGQMBOUBUJPOTUPOFBSMZMBLIT

t 8FCFMJFWFUIBUSJDICJPEJWFSTJUZQMBZTBWJUBMSPMF
JODSFBUJOHBIFBMUIZBOETVTUBJOBCMFFOWJSPONFOU
t 8F BSF DPOTUBOUMZ TUSJWJOH UP DPOTFSWF
CJPEJWFSTJUZ BOE QSPNPUF UIF XFMMCFJOH PG UIF
QFPQMFBOETPDJFUZBUMBSHF

4,15,000
saplings
planted across
campuses

GREENFINITY
2.7 Spreading the word
Good citizenship constitutes the core of our
corporate policy. Our employees help us pursue
numerous green initiatives with renewed vigour.
Eco groups at every office in our campuses provide
a platform for passionate employees to volunteer
their time, to take up projects that address the
conservation of electricity and water, recycling of
waste and local afforestation.

Here’s a snapshot of our activities

• Clean Hussain Sagar drive – Infosys employees
from our Hyderabad campus undertook this drive
on Solid Waste Management, by spreading
knowledge on the subject and installing
composting bins to promote dumping bio-waste
to generate manure

SPREADING THE WORD

• Free pollution checks for two/four wheelers
were conducted by Eco clubs in Hyderabad and
Trivandrum
• Zero food waste initiative – This was an initiative
taken up to encourage employees to reduce
their food waste in some of our campuses. In our
Hyderabad campus, we distributed more than
3000 candies amongst employees who finished
every bit they’d taken on their plates

GREENFINITY

• Earth Hour – Employees from our Pune campus
participated in the Earth Hour campaign driven
by World Wildlife Fund (WWF). They also went
around asking neighbourhood residents to
switch off their lights for one hour and to spread
the message of energy conservation at their
homes

GREENFINITY
3 - Fighters for the future
When we dared to dream about creating a
self-sufficient ecosystem, we were the only ones
who believed in it. However, when we joined forces
with our strategic partners the results began to
show, year after year. The following endeavours
deserve a special mention for helping us realize our
dreams.

GREENFINITY
3.1 - Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
(LBNL), USA

3.3 - Saint-Gobain Research India Limited

• We have collaborated with LBNL to analyze the
effects of cool roof on building’s cooling
requirement

• We have partnered with Saint-Gobain to improve
the efficiency of buildings in hot and humid
climates

• This research includes the study of two similar
buildings, with and without cool roof, at our
Bangalore campus. The design, occupancy,
internal loads, and heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC) systems are similar for both
the buildings

• Extensive research is being conducted on building
material, building envelopes and monitoring
systems

• This study will draw a clear comparison of cooling
loads in these two buildings and also identify the
benefits of cool roof in buildings
3.2 - UC Berkeley Center for Built
Environment

• The findings are already being implemented
across our campuses in Hyderabad, Chennai and
Thiruvananthapuram

3.4 - 3M

• Experts from UC Berkeley Center for Built
Environment visited Infosys in September 2014 to
understand and experience the functioning of
radiant cooling in our buildings

• In line with our goal of having completely day lit
buildings, we are constantly looking for new ideas
and innovative technologies to maximize daylight
in our buildings

• UCB, CBE is looking at radiant cooling as a disruptive
technology and plans to jointly carry out an extensive
research on radiant cooling systems

• With 3M we are working on evaluating new
technologies that enhance daylight in buildings

• We have proposed to share operational data of
our existing radiant cooled buildings for the study
and will collaborate with UC Berkeley Center for
Built Environment on this new research

• We evaluated an innovative application of light
enhancing film for enhancing natural light in our
new buildings
• We are testing the use of daylight redirecting films
for enhancing daylight in office spaces

GREENFINITY
3.5 - United Technologies Research Center
(UTRC)
• We are working with UTRC on technology evaluation
of the energy management system developed by
them
• The project intends to demonstrate the energy
savings made through building automation,
monitoring, analysis, and diagnostics, thereby
optimizing energy use and reducing operating cost

3.6 - National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL), US
• We have collaborated with NREL to analyze the
performance of different solar PV technologies
under the same weather conditions with realtime data monitoring and analysis
• We are evaluating the behavior of five different solar
modules in Indian weather conditions and
establishing the effect of panel temperature on their
performance

3.7 - World Business Council for Sustainable
Development (WBCSD)
• We have collaborated with WBCSD to develop an
action framework and identify financially viable
investments for energy eﬃciency in existing
buildings
• We hosted the Energy Eﬃciency in Buildings
Laboratory in March 2015 at our Bangalore
campus
• This session gave us an opportunity to engage
with multiple stakeholders and identify core
issues of energy efficiency retrofit projects

GREENFINITY
3.8 - Raising the benchmark on
Solid Waste Management
• At our Bangalore campus, we hosted a three-day
conference-cum-training session on solid waste
management
• Dr. Ing. Dirk Weichgrebe from University of
Hannover, Germany, an expert in solid waste
management, shared his views on the subject

• He reviewed the solid waste management projects
across Infosys campuses and conducted training
sessions on Biological and Thermal treatment of
waste
• On the last day of the event, participants from
local municipalities and several NGOs joined us as
he spoke extensively on large scale waste
management solutions

Biogas plants in Infosys Hyderabad and Mysore campuses

CASE STUDIES

GREENFINITY

Case Study 1: Sunshine makes us happy

A major part of India is solar energy rich. We believe
the answer to India’s power shortage lies in the sun.
As one of the largest growing economies with huge
energy demands, harnessing India’s solar potential
makes economic as well as environmental sense.
Investing in solar PV installations to generate power
and meet this growing energy demand might be
the best way ahead for us.

India’s annual GHI (Global Horizontal Irradiance)
varies from 1600 to 2200 kWh/m2, which is twice as
large when compared to Germany, which has the
highest solar power installations in the world, with
a total capacity of about 36 GW (Wirth, 2014). India
currently has a total capacity of 2.6 GW (Chadha,
2014) and has great potential for growth in
this area.

Source: SolarGIS
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CASE STUDY 1: SUNSHINE MAKES US HAPPY

Today, in India, the central and state governments
have come up with attractive solar policies and
incentive schemes to promote solar installations.
India now has the largest solar PV plant in Asia. This
130 MW solar PV plant was commissioned in
February 2014, in Madhya Pradesh. (Chadha,
Welspun Energy Commissions, India’s & Asia’s Largest
Solar Power Project, 2014)

We currently source nearly 30% of our electricity from
green power. We have installed about 3.2 MW solar PV
in our campuses in India for our own consumption.
This makes economic sense for us not only because of
the attractive solar policies but also because the
electricity price across our India operations has
increased by 35% and diesel price by 70% in the last 5
years. This makes the solar case commercially viable.

At Infosys, we have taken up the goal to source all our
electricity requirements from renewable sources in
the next few years.

Across our four campuses in India, we have roof top
and on-ground PV installations.

Solar PV installations by
Infosys in its various campuses
Infosys
Campus

Campus Capacity
in (kWp)

Chennai
Trivandrum 127
Hyderabad
555
Jaipur
253
Mangalore 212
Bangalore
265

1792

Total:
3204

as of September, 2015

CASE STUDY 1: SUNSHINE MAKES US HAPPY

Frequent power cuts in our Chennai campus forced
us to rely heavily on DG sets to run business as
usual. The cost of DG power on an average is 2 to 3
times higher than grid. Between March and
December 2013, we had consumed 7 million units
from DGs. Hence, it made perfect economic sense
to install large PV systems in our two campuses in
Chennai.
Here, solar panels are installed in an innovative
manner. Panels are oriented east - west instead of
south. We found that with E-W orientation, over

GREENFINITY

20-30% more PV capacity could be installed
depending on the roof layouts. Even though the
specific yield of the plant reduces by about 2%
compared to optimal South orientation, yield per
sq.m of installed area is more due to elimination of
shading distances.
The return on investment for these PV installations
has been estimated to be about 6 years, which is
very attractive, considering the life of the solar
plants is 15 years.

CHENNAI
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Case Study 2: Being in command
At Infosys, we have been using pioneering green
technologies to address resource conservation
through an integrated design approach. We are
aware of the benefits of integrated building design
approach and have been implementing it in our
buildings. Our operations have become more
efficient, only because our buildings are now
smarter than ever.
Smart buildings use inbuilt artificial intelligence
and energy saving algorithms to constantly
optimize operations on the go and build high level
diagnostics. Smart buildings oﬀer maximum
leverage on the variability that exists with building
operations, such as weather, occupancy,
equipment condition, etc. The idea is to use
a combination of sensors, controllers, actuators,
feedback, and energy saving intelligence to make
building operation most efficient.
With smart building technology, we are able to
monitor and operate our buildings remotely from
any part of the world. Using this technology
backbone, we have recently set up a central
command center to remotely review, manage, and
optimize our building operations.
The command center has real time access to all
Infosys smart buildings across the country. Building
eﬃciency experts with expertise in areas of HVAC
(air-conditioning), lighting, plug load energy, and
water, continuously review building operations in
real time as well as analyze historical data to

identify improvement opportunities. Unlike
standard location based set up, which may not
always have professionals looking through building
operations, the command center has expert
engineers trained to see through building data.
Data points like design vs. actual performance,
equipment health parameters, system key
performance
indicators,
other
diagnostic
parameters at equipment and system level and
historic trends are reviewed on a regular basis.
Energy and water wastage is also identified and
reviewed from the command center setup.
The command center gives data on all campuses
and buildings to all stakeholders at any time of the
day. Everybody, from a facility manager to our
senior management can look at any of our
campuses from one location and get current and
past data on energy consumption, equipment
condition and operating patterns in an easy way.
This also gives an opportunity to compare energy
consumption between multiple buildings,
or campuses on one screen.
Centralized expertise allows us to smarten our
diagnostic capability and hence enhance
operational effectiveness. This capability is not just
limited to diagnostics but extends up to
recommendations for new building designs. This
changes the whole landscape of building
operations, boosting our morale to keep up the
good work.

GREENFINITY
Case Study 3: Retro becomes contemporary
At Infosys, we have taken energy efficiency of our
new buildings to a new level by implementing
innovative technologies and smart automation.
Therefore, our buildings are among the most
efficient, globally. At the same time, we have taken
up major retrofits in our existing buildings,
particularly in air conditioning systems, to bring
them to the highest possible efficiency levels. In the
last 3 years, several chiller plants in our campuses
have been retrofitted to eliminate wastage,
optimize operations, and to bring about huge
reductions in energy consumption.
The case for retrofit begins with a detailed audit of all
equipment of the chiller plant including chilled
water pumps, condenser pumps, cooling towers,
and chillers. Over a period of time, the heat load in
the buildings undergoes changes with replacement
of equipment (like PCs) with newer and more
efficient technology. Advancements in technology
have resulted in new products such as high
efficiency chillers and efficient inline pumps coupled
to the chiller. Better control valves and automation
are also available in the market today. The main
advantage in retrofits is that the new equipment can

be sized very accurately based on measured
operating parameters over a period of time, thereby
improving efficiencies greatly. All these advantages
deployed in old chiller plants result in a dramatic
reduction in connected load as well as reduced
energy consumption. A case study of one such
retrofit in our Mysore campus is given below.
The chiller plant was retrofitted from a conventional
primary-secondary chilled water system to a
variable primary pumping system. The pumping
system was changed from a bank of conventional
end suction pumps to vertical inline pumps
coupled to the chiller. Due to the improved design,
the number of valves were reduced from 74 to 25,
thereby reducing pressure drop.
Reduced pressure drop in the plant room, and by
right sizing and selection of efficient pumps, the
connected load in the plant room reduced by 70%,
and energy savings of about 30% was achieved.
The schematic below shows the chiller plant before
and after the retrofit.

Before Retrofit
Secondary Pumps

After Retrofit
CH2
250
TR

CH3
250
TR

Primary Pumps

CH4
250
TR

De-coupler Line

CH1
250
TR

CT

AHUs
CH1
250
TR

CH2
250
TR

CH3
250
TR

CH4
250
TR

Primary Pumps
AHU
Load

Condenser Pumps
CT

Condenser Pumps

Isolation Valves: 16
Non Return Valves: 8
Motorised Valve: 1

Total
Valves:
25
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CASE STUDY 3: RETRO BECOMES CONTEMPORARY

The number and capacity of the pumps before and
after retrofit are listed in the table below:

Primary pumps
Secondary pumps
Condenser pumps
Total pumping load (KW)

Before Retrofit
No.
KW
5
15
4
37
5
15

Total KW
75
148
75
298

After Retrofit
No.
KW
4
11
4
11
0
0

Total KW
44
44
0
88

Table: Connected load reduction by pump retrofits

Few years ago, we took up a challenge of reducing
1 MW connected load in each of our 5 major
locations in India – Bangalore, Mysore, Hyderabad,
Chennai and Pune. Today, after retrofitting 35 chiller
plants across these locations, we have achieved a
reduction of about 15 MW since 2010-11 (as of
September, 2015). Hence, we are now in the process
of surrendering a part of our sanctioned electrical
demand in many of our campuses.

The retrofit projects at Infosys had a payback period
of about 2 years (average), including upgradation of
equipment, automation of process, and optimizing
operations. The Infosys case study serves as an
example for the industry to invest in major retrofits
to see significant reductions in the operations cost.
This may be considered as one of the safest and
most attractive investments for businesses in bad
global economic times. Also, it is an economical
choice with prices of natural resources such as oil
and coal, increasing rapidly because of dwindling
stocks.
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Case Study 4: Renewing existing facilities
- Building retrofits in Pune
We have demonstrated remarkable energy
performance of our buildings through good
building designs, retrofits, pioneering green
technologies, and by making our buildings smart.
We focus on building automation and controls as a
strategy to control and monitor our building
comfort, indoor air quality, operations, energy and
water consumption patterns that in turn help us
derive mechanisms to optimize our usage of these
resources. We have about 7 million square feet of
new buildings which have smart building
management systems, ensuring high performance
of buildings. We plan to bring our existing buildings
to the highest efficiency standards and make them
intelligent and smart. Within this initiative, we have
undertaken smart building retrofit of ten of our
buildings in Pune campus, covering 2.7 million
square feet of area.

continuous
monitoring
and
analysis
of
performance data in real time by our technical
experts.

It was our endeavor to create a set of intelligent
buildings that effectively manage multiple
variables like occupancy, weather conditions,
operating hours, occupant behavior, and
equipment efficiencies, thereby creating a healthy
work environment for the employees and achieving
operational excellence.

Undertaken smart
building retrofit of
ten buildings, covering
2.7 million square feet of area.

We implemented a host of efficiency measures,
including intelligent control algorithms, scheduling
of equipment, occupancy based control for
meeting rooms and cabins, and demand controlled
ventilation system to optimize the performance of
our buildings. Critical alarms due to malfunctions
are notified through SMS to ensure immediate
corrective action without affecting efficiency and
occupant comfort.
Our smart buildings use a combination of
controllers, sensors, actuators, feedback systems,
and energy-saving intelligence to optimize
operations. Advanced BACnet DDC (Direct Digital
Control) systems integrate multiple systems into a
cohesive one, facilitating automated controlling
and monitoring. Our robust data backup
mechanisms accurately capture and store data,
thereby eliminating the possibility of data loss.
These smart buildings can be accessed through
Infosys’ intranet system globally, enabling

All our ten buildings were retrofitted within a short
duration of three months. This was attained with
effective project management, communication and
coordination between multiple teams, including
operations, air conditioning, electrical, water
management, and IT teams. This project is among
the biggest and fastest smart building retrofit
projects at Infosys. This has resulted into lower
operating costs, enhanced equipment life, healthier
indoor air quality, and improved occupant comfort
& satisfaction.
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CASE STUDY 4: RENEWING EXISTING FACILITIES - BUILDING RETROFITS IN PUNE

Our case clearly demonstrates that smart building
retrofits are viable on large scale in a cost effective
way. This retrofit is expected to save significant
amount of energy and has an attractive payback

period of just 4 years. With a high replication potential,
this data-driven initiative makes an unassailable
business case for large companies to undertake smart
building retrofits in their existing buildings.
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Case Study 5: Uninterrupted power supply
with high efficiency modular systems
IT offices, including computers for employees and
data centers need uninterrupted power supply
(UPS) for maintaining stability of operations even at
the time of power fluctuations and outages. Power
failure without a reliable back up may result into
unavailability of data to the users or even lead to
complete loss of data. Therefore, a robust UPS
system with high reliability and efficiency is the
backbone of our business to deliver services to our
clients and ensure business continuity.
For optimum energy utilization, we decided to
retrofit ineﬃcient UPS systems with eﬃcient ones.
Temporary shutdown of systems was required for
carrying out this retrofit, thus, we meticulously
planned and implemented it in a phased manner so
that our daily business operations were not
affected.

We replaced conventional UPS systems with energy
eﬃcient modular UPS systems to reduce installed
capacity and energy consumption. Modular UPS
systems offer highest level of efficiency and
flexibility through a unique system design with
cutting-edge
architecture,
consisting
of
independent hot swappable modules about 5 to 10
in number. These modules allow online
interchangeability of UPS systems. Each module
within the UPS system has a rectifier, inverter, static
bypass, and a processor, thereby eliminating single
point failure and supplying continuous power even
if one module of the entire system fails.
The below table shows the number, installed
capacity, and efficiency of the systems both before
and after retrofit, across Infosys campuses in India:

Description

Old System

New System

Impact

Number of
UPS systems

350

230

Elimination of
120 UPS systems

UPS Capacity

30200 KVA

20000 KVA

34% reduction

Efficiency

79%

93%

18% improvement

Number of
batteries

19500

10000

49% reduction
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CASE STUDY 5: UNINTERRUPTED POWER SUPPLY WITH HIGH EFFICIENCY MODULAR SYSTEMS

Conventional UPS was designed for computer
systems that were available at that point of time,
and is now over-designed considering present day
computer systems. Earlier, additional back-up
system was an inherent part of the system design to
eliminate the possibility of data loss and maintain
business continuity. This additional system
consumed substantial amount of energy even at
the time it was not in use. With technological
advancement, modular UPS is designed with
simple independent systems which contain
optimum number of supporting elements. UPS
retrofit has reduced the installed capacity by 34 per
cent compared to conventional system.
Additionally, the modular system requires lesser
number of batteries than the old system. Due to
elimination of the number of systems and
equipment, we have also witnessed significant
reduction in maintenance and related costs.
We are continuously capturing and analyzing
energy data from our UPS systems in real time

across all our campuses from one single place
through our central command center. This helps
us identify inefficiencies and take corrective
action, and eliminates energy wastage. In
addition to improving system efficiency, this
retrofit has also enhanced the reliability of the
system, ensuring uninterrupted supply of power
to the data centers and computer systems.
The average efficiency of the system has
improved by 18 per cent, thereby reducing
energy use and energy costs to a great extent.
This deep green retrofit has helped us achieve
about 10 MW connected load reduction in the
last four years. For fiscal year 2015 alone, UPS
retrofit has demonstrated a significant reduction
of 4.4 MW in connected load. This retrofit has a
short payback period of less than three years
with the life of the system being more than ten
years, thus making it easily replicable and viable
for implementation in other commercial
facilities.

Below table is an example of UPS configuration comparison between conventional and
modular UPS systems:

Particulars

Conventional UPS

Modular UPS

Design Load - 80 KVA

80 KVA x 2

20 KVA x 5

Total installed KVA

160 KVA

100 KVA

Operating daytime load
-70 KVA

70 KVA

70 KVA

Actual load on each UPS

44%

70%

Day time eﬃciency of UPS

84%

93%

Operating night time load
- 35 KVA

35 KVA

35 KVA

Actual load on each UPS

22%

35%

Night time eﬃciency
of UPS

73%

92%
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Towards a brighter tomorrow

We are on our way to becoming the next
superpower. A better life, we believe, is just around
the corner. A life where unemployment is a long
forgotten dream, there’s surplus food for everyone,
healthcare facilities are easily accessible, and
optimism runs unbridled. However, in this pursuit
of happiness, aren’t we using our natural resources
up too fast?
Yes, we are. Precisely why we at Infosys are investing
a significant amount of time and money on finding
greener ways to do business. Tapping into

unconventional and renewable sources of energy,
recycling waste to produce energy, controlling
pollution and raising awareness about these
initiatives are of top priority in our agenda. And our
learnings are now being shared with the people
around us. Together we can, and will build a
greener planet.
We thank our partners, clients and patrons who
have supported our initiatives. We also thank
people who have adopted our solutions and
implemented them at other organizations.
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